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Parker, E.S., Cahill, L., McGaugh, J.L. (2006). A case of unusual autobiographical 
remembering. Neurocase. 12, 35-49. 
 

Research Problem & Purpose 
The subject of the research by Parker, Cahill, and McGaugh was a woman referred to as 
AJ.  She was born in 1965 to a father that was a businessman and a mother who worked as 
a medical assistant.  Reportedly starting at age 14 her autobiographical memories became 
“automatic” meaning she didn’t have to consciously work at retrieving those memories and 
she was able to instantly recall many events from her days from this point forward. 

 

The emphasis of this study was to examine AJ's background and condition and document 
the findings.  There has been a lot of research on impaired memory, but little of superior 
memory.  Only a small number of superior memory case studies have been done and “none 
were reported to have superior autobiographical memory” (p. 36).  Because no one with her 
purported specific phenomenon had been studied the researchers wanted to document her 
case and make a determination if this was a unique condition.  Parker et al. did a good job 
through their literature review showing that if this case were legitimate it would be studying 
a person with a memory condition that has never been documented before. 

 

 

Design & Logic of Inquiry 
The question of interest for the Parker et al. was whether the woman they were 
investigating truly had a superior autobiographical memory.  To examine this inquiry, they 
began by researching her life story.  The researchers documented her family background, 
development of her memory, diaries she kept, educational history, occupational history, and 
medical and psychological history.  In addition, over a dozen neuropsychological tests were 
administered to AJ.  Through this testing she was found to have a better than average 
memory although she was ordinary in many other respects (e.g., IQ score of 91).  After 
collecting the background information and doing testing they interviewed her extensively 
over the course of years.  They recorded each session to video to study them in depth.  
During interviewing they examined the extent of her memory for autobiographical events 
and when possible she was checked for accuracy.  They often repeated questions at a later 
date to check the reliability of her statements.   

 

The researchers were very thorough in their use of neuropsychological testing and it could 
prove useful for future work on this condition.  In addition, the background information 
added details that were potentially revealing such as her inclination to dwell on the past and 
her obsessive-compulsive tendencies.  Because what they were examining was truly unique 
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to this woman, her autobiographical memory, the interview process was the most logical 
way to proceed.  How they chose to study this woman was clearly delineated and a 
reasonable rational was provided for the information they gathered. 

 
 

Sources of Evidence 
Parker et al. used three sources of evidence to demonstrate that AJ's superior 
autobiographical memory was legitimate.  The first was the “Easter Test.”  AJ claimed she 
could clearly see days from her past.  The researchers asked AJ to write down all the 
Easter dates from 1980 onward including personal accounts of each day.  She was given no 
prior warning and completed the task in ten minutes.  All but one date was accurate and it 
was off by two days.  This is particularly difficult because Easter falls on different dates 
between March 22 and April 15 and AJ is Jewish. 

 

A second test was to use a book of dates to test AJ's recall.  First she was given a list of 
dates and she was to determine what significant event happened on that date.  For 
example, she was given dates such as: May 3, 1991, June 6, 1978, and May 4, 2001. In all 
cases she respond correctly: Last episode of Dallas, Proposition 13 passed in CA, and 
Robert Blake's wife killed.  Conversely, she was given a list of events that she needed to 
recall the date it happened on.  For example, Rodney King beating, Atlanta bombing, and 
Concorde crash.  AJ was successful in all tests and even helped uncover an error in the 
book. 

 

Finally, using AJ's diaries provided the researcher with four years worth of dates.  From a 
potential of 1,460 days the researchers asked questions about random dates.  AJ's answers 
were described as, “immediate and quick” and given the chance she would go in length 
about what she did on that day (p. 39).    

 

Analysis & Interpretation 
Parker et al. presented the findings of single case study from the woman referred to as AJ.  
The researchers described the testing and interviews that took place during the study.  They 
analyzed her interviews looking for evidence that her autobiographical memory was unique.  
For the Easter Test they administered it to others for comparison and were not able to find 
anyone that could produce those dates.  They also administered it to her again two years 
later and she listed all dates and was able to detect her previous error.  The personal 
entries were shown to be perfectly reliable. 

 

As a result of the researcher's investigation it was determined that AJ served to illustrate an 
example of unusual autobiographical remembering and Parker et al. named the condition 
hyperthymestic syndrome.  While this was the researchers interpretation they also noted AJ 
had memory weakness.  After a videotaped examination  AJ was brought back a month 
later and without warning was interviewed about the specifics of the meeting a month 
earlier.  AJ had great difficulty with this task.  The researchers tried switching to a 
recognition test to see if she fared better, which she did not.  The researchers had this 
analysis of the situation, “How paradoxical that someone with such a powerful 
autobiographical memory, and extraordinary ability to recall dates and events, was unable 



to recall or recognize details of a videotaping from the month before.  Her biographical 
memory, while incredible, is also selective and even ordinary in some respects” (p. 42).  

 

 

Methodological Issues & Concerns 
This research is a good example of a case study or an intensive analysis of a person.  
Since this is the only known instance of the phenomenon this is a critical case because it 
has strategic importance in understanding human autobiographical memory.  In previous 
subjects tested with superior memory none were reported to superior autobiographical 
memories and in those case it was found subjects relied heavily on mnemonics.  This was 
the first reported case study of a subject claiming she could store and retrieve vasts 
amounts of specific memories automatically.   

 

While reading the article I couldn’t help but wonder if the subject really had the ability she 
claimed to have.  The author's stated that “colleagues have suggested that AJ is simply 
pulling the wool over our eyes and in fact there is nothing particularly remarkable about her 
memory” (p. 46).  It certainly seems possible that she could memorize 1,460 days if she had 
spent a considerable amount of time reviewing her diaries.  Because she was described as 
someone who is “bound by her past” and dwells constantly on what has happened 
memorizing her diary entries seems even more likely (p. 39). The Easter Test is compelling 
as is the book of dates evidence.  Also, the fact that her responses were described to be 
given “without hesitation” makes it appear they were not simply memorized, but more detail 
about that would be preferred (i.e., give a time measurement of how long it took her to 
respond to questions asked).  What would have been even more compelling is if another 
party could have been utilized.  For example, if a family member could have provided 
another source to events that were in AJ's journal, but provided different details. These 
would be particulars she would not have had a chance to memorized and it would be 
interesting to see how she would perform on these items.  


